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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: To report the first case of a patient with chronic thyroid eye disease (TED) treated with teprotumumab.
Observations: A 50-year-old female with a 3-year history of Graves’ disease presented with bilateral exoph-
thalmos greatest on the left side. She was followed for 2 years with stable proptosis measurements (23mm OD,
28mm OS). Her clinical activity score (CAS) was 1 and there were no examination findings reflective of active
inflammation. The patient underwent systemic treatment with teprotumumab and despite chronic TED and low
CAS, she had notable improvement in proptosis (18mm OD, 22mm OS) and decrease in extraocular muscle
volume as noted on orbital imaging.
Conclusion and importance: This case report suggests that teprotumumab may be used in patients with chronic
TED and low CAS. Improvement in the proptosis and reduction in extraocular muscle volume suggest that
teprotumumab may alter disease course even in patients with inactive or quiescent TED.

1. Introduction

Thyroid eye disease (TED) is an autoimmune condition with mul-
tiple ophthalmic manifestations and psychosocial consequences.1,2 TED
has been described to follow Rundle's curve with an active in-
flammatory phase followed by disease quiescence.3 It is generally ac-
cepted that the active phase is when the course and outcome of TED can
be altered by interventions. Previously reported treatment options in-
clude various courses of corticosteroid therapy, orbital radiotherapy,
and more recently monoclonal antibodies such as rituximab.4,5 Tepro-
tumumab, a monoclonal antibody directed against insulin-like growth
factor I receptor (IGF-IR) was recently approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) for the medical management treatment of
TED and in the phase 3 clinical trial, only patients with active TED and
a clinical activity score (CAS) of 4 or greater were enrolled.6,7 Once TED
has reached quiescence, surgical rehabilitation is considered if orbital
manifestations of the disease persist.8 During the chronic or fibrotic
stage of the disease, medical therapies are generally considered in-
effective. In this case report, we describe our early experience with a
patient with longstanding TED who opted for non-surgical treatment
with teprotumumab.

2. Case report

A 50-year-old female was referred for evaluation of asymmetric
proptosis of the left eye with an associated retrobulbar ache. She had
noted changes to her eyes of at least three years duration, and her
symptoms had been stable for two years. Her medical history was sig-
nificant for 3 years of medically controlled Graves’ disease on methi-
mazole and a 40 pack-year history of cigarette use with a reduction to
2–4 cigarettes daily over the preceding year. Her ophthalmic history
was significant for childhood trauma in the left eye with associated
amblyopia. Visual acuity was 20/40 OD and 20/800 OS with the pre-
sence of a left relative afferent pupillary defect. Color testing was 8/8 in
the right and 0/8 in the left eye. External examination showed asym-
metric proptosis measuring 23mm OD and 28mm OS (Fig. 1, left
column) but no lagophthalmos. Dilated fundus examination revealed
left optic nerve pallor and peripapillary scarring. The were no in-
flammatory findings and the clinical activity score (CAS) was 1, at-
tributed to her retrobulbar pain. Computed tomography of the orbit
showed enlarged extraocular muscles with tendon sparing, greater on
the left (Fig. 1, left column).

The patient was followed for 2 years with stable measurements and
continued to be bothered by left-sided eye pain and disfiguring prop-
tosis affecting her daily activities of life. She was offered orbital de-
compression but was deemed to be a suboptimal surgical candidate by
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the anesthesia team because of poor adherence to methimazole and
inadequately controlled hypertension. At this point, teprotumumab was
recently approved by the FDA for thyroid eye disease and she was of-
fered this treatment for her chronic TED with the understanding that
the clinical trial only evaluated active disease with CAS 4 or greater
patients.

An 8-cycle treatment of teprotumumab infusion at 3-week intervals
was scheduled and after the second infusion, the patient noted marked
improvement in retrobulbar pain, reduction of proptosis and eyelid
retraction. Exophthalmometry after the second infusion measured
18mm OD and 23mm OS. After the third infusion and at the time of this
report, exophthalmometry measured 17mm OD and 22mm OS and re-
peat orbital imaging demonstrated reduction in extraocular muscle size
compared to pretreatment (Fig. 1, right column). The patient also noted
reduction in periorbital soft-tissue swelling post infusion. With resolu-
tion of her orbital pain, the CAS was 0. The patient did report some
fatigue after infusions which spontaneously resolved but no other in-
fusion-related side effects.

3. Discussion

Thyroid eye disease (TED) is a challenging and complex auto-
immune condition that may be both vision-threatening and disfiguring.
The mainstay of treatment for TED has been medical management
during the active phase with corticosteroids and recently with tepro-
tumumab. Management of chronic TED, thought to represent end-stage,
fibrotic disease, is typically surgical rehabilitation. In this study, we
report the early results of treatment of a chronic TED patient with 2
years of stable eye disease and CAS of 1 who demonstrated marked
improvement clinically and radiographically.

Post-teprotumumab imaging demonstrates the proptosis improve-
ment resulted from reduction in the extraocular muscle size and

possibly orbital fat volume. The patient also reported improvement of
soft tissue swelling around the eyebrows which is consistent with the
soft-tissue expansion seen with TED and suggests that the IGF-IR
pathway may play a role in these periorbital changes.9,10 As this patient
had stable disease and clinical measurements for 2 years, the rapid
improvement in proptosis and periorbital soft tissue swelling is likely
attributable to teprotumumab and not natural history of the disease.
Additionally, the patient's tobacco use was stable over the last year and
less likely to contribute to the improvement seen after teprotumumab.
The quantifiable improvement in extraocular muscle size also suggests
that teprotumumab may modify the disease course even in patients
with chronic TED. Of note, our patient did not have any history of
corticosteroid or radiotherapy treatment in the management of her
TED.

The rapid proptosis improvement noted in our case was seen after
the second infusion of teprotumumab and resembles the early response
seen in the phase 3 clinical trial.6,7 The long term outcomes of the phase
3 patients are still pending and at the time of this report, our patient has
received 3 out of 8 planned treatments. Further improvements in globe
position and durability of treatment will be addressed in future studies
and may have implications for medication dosing.

The role of teprotumumab in the management of compressive optic
neuropathy (CON) compared to standard treatments with corticoster-
oids, radiotherapy and orbital decompression is unclear.11,12 Reduction
of proptosis and extraocular muscle size was demonstrated in this case
and the teprotumumab clinical trial but with the management of CON,
timing is of the essence to prevent permanent vision loss. In our case,
proptosis reduction was noted after the second dose which corresponds
to 6 weeks after initiation of teprotumumab. The role of teprotumumab
in the management with CON remains to be determined and should be
the subject of a future randomized clinical trial.

This report suffers from shortfalls seen in other single case studies

Fig. 1. Left column: external preoperative
and computed tomography of the orbit
showing asymmetric left proptosis before
treatment. Right column: external photo-
graph and computed tomography of the
orbit showing improvement in proptosis
and reduction in extraocular muscle size
after three infusions of teprotumumab.
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and raises several questions. Can results from a single report be extra-
polated to other chronic TED cases? What is the durability of treat-
ment? Additionally, what is teprotumumab's role to treat disease re-
currence? What are the characteristics of patients who are non-
responders to teprotumumab? How does orbital decompression play a
role in the management of TED? How does teprotumumab compare to
corticosteroids or other immunomodulators? Lastly, what changes
occur at the ultrastructural level of the orbital tissues to account for
improvement in the fibrotic phase of the disease. Expanded use and
future studies will address these important considerations.

4. Conclusions

Teprotumumab may be a viable treatment modality for the man-
agement of TED patients with low CAS and chronic disease. Proptosis
reduction and improvement in extraocular muscle size suggests that
teprotumumab may alter disease course even in patients with quiescent
TED.

Patient consent

Consent to publish this case report has been obtained from the pa-
tient(s) in writing.
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